Annotations are summaries of conclusions reached in selected legal opinions issued by the Board’s Legal Department. Annotations do not have the force or effect of law, but they do provide helpful guidance on a question you may have on a particular transaction of subject.

>>100.0104.800 Art Used In Packaging Containers

>>100.0111 Catalog Layouts

>>100.0115 Charges for Graphic Design

>>100.0118 Computer Created Graphic Design

>>100.0120 Computer Created Preliminary Art

>>100.0159 Preliminary Art

>>100.0163 Preliminary Art

>>100.0193 Transfers of Artwork

>>100.0197 Transfers of Artwork on Disc

>>100.0251 Preliminary Art

If you have any questions regarding the annotations listed above, please contact Gerry Bonetto at Ext. 248, gerry@piasc.org.